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Corrugated roofs
KLE-PRO Mounting system for corrugated roofs:

1. KLE-PRO end clamp
    + KLE-PRO RVS Socket screw M8
2. KLE-PRO Hanger bolt M10x180 with strip
    + KLE-PRO RVS Hamerhead bolt M10x25
    + KLE-PRO RVS Knurled flange nut M10
3. KLE-PRO Basic mounting rail
4. KLE-PRO Module clamp
    + KLE-PRO RVS Socket srew M8
    + KLE-PRO Square nut M8
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The KLE-PRO screw mounting system consists of pole screws, 
robust mounting rails and the stainless steel mounting materials 
required to mount the solar modules on the mounting rail. The 
KLE-PRO mounting system for corrugated sheets can be used for 
all types of corrugated sheet roofs, including common fibre cement 
and corrugated steel sheets.

Roof mounting:
The mounting rails are fastened to the roof construction by means 
of hanger bolts. If necessary, the system can be set up in a double-
layer cross bandage in order to achieve an optimal layout on the 
roof. Height differences in the roof can be easily absorbed by ad-
justing the hanger bolts. In the area of the hanger screw, an EPDM 
rubber seal is used as a water barrier.

Attachment of the mounting rail:
The mounting rail is attached to the roof hooks with stainless steel 
hammer head bolts and stainless steel knurled flange nuts. This tor-
sion of the flange nuts ensures that the nut is firmly secured.

Fixing of the panels:
The panels are fixed to the rails with end clamps and module 
clamps that are secured with stainless steel socket bolts in stainless 
square nuts. The end clamps and module clamps are available in an 
aluminium colour and in black.
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.: Mounting material

KLE-PRO RVS Hanger bolt M10

Characterics:  
- QTY 25 pcs.

Art. number: Product details Price:
78012694 KLE-PRO Hanger bolt M10x180 with strip and M10 EPDM seal € 4,69
78012695 KLE-PRO Hanger bolt M10x200 with strip and M10 EPDM seal € 4,69
78012697 KLE-PRO Hanger bolt M10x250 with strip and M10 EPDM seal € 4,89
78012699 KLE-PRO Hanger bolt M10x300 with strip and M10 EPDM seal € 6,47

http://www.kleventa-solar.com

